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Keeping pace with new technologies. 

Paying attention to your needs. 

Innovative solutions in the building industry. 

Glass & Light. 

Constant research of functional beauty. 

The Omnia curtain wall Skywall 50 creates an island of perfect silence and clear beauty in the chaos of modern              

metropolis , reflecting the sunlight and the passing of clouds, giving back a surreal atmosphere of a feeling frequently  

denied by oppressive barriers. 

 

It reconciles the necessity of huge functional 

spaces and the desire of dressing them with 

human light. Most of all it becomes a perfect 

interpreter of our needs , to respect our desire 

of privacy in a certain balance between              

entrepreneurial tension and necessity of         

privacy. 

 

But behind its apparent simplicity the  Skywall 

50 concealed a great technological complexity. 

The versatility of the system allows the           

fabrication of a structure of high quality, since 

the main     structure of the    façade may be 

customized as a  traditional exterior finish with 

external covers or as a structural façade. 

 

50T-Traditional façade: consists of a main    

structure of transoms and mullions and glazing 

fastened mechanically with pressure plates and 

external covers. 

50S-Structural façade: consists of a main       

structure of transoms and mullions glazed with 

concealed glass fasteners and externally         

finished with silicone sealant. 

50G-Gasket façade: consists of a main           

structure of transoms and mullions glazed with 

concealed glass fasteners and externally         

finished with a central gasket.  

2001 façade: consists of a main structure of     

transom and mullion and external factory glazed   

aluminium framed panels, mounted on the main 

structure with aluminium fasteners 
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The Skywall 50S combines aesthetic appeal of a all-glass façade to good insulation and sealing performance. Mullion and 

transom  are visible only internally to the building, meanwhile externally  it is an all-glass finish. The glass modules are 

fixed with fasteners and externally finished with silicone sealant. Opening units are identical to the fixed modules. 

 

Characteristics of the system. 

 Structural façade of transoms and mullions. 

 Aluminium structure of 50mm internally visible. 

 Concealed glass fasteners and externally finished with silicone sealant. 

 Depth of mullions and transoms from 100mm to 150mm & 200mm. 

 Glass thickness range from 6mm to 30mm. 

 Internal gaskets are in EPDM. 

 Dedicated accessories to the system. 

 Aluminium finish: anodizing and powder coating. 

 

Advanteges of the system. 

 Good acoustic and thermal insulation performance. 

 Possibility for multiple type of product finish. 

 Light weight aluminium structure with remarkable ease installation. 

 All glass exterior appearance. 

 Concealed opening windows. 
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The Skywall 50T is the solution preferred by architects both for the design, reliability and insulating performance. The size 

of the profiles of 50mm contributes to the development of contemporary light facades and gives a wide choice of external 

covers featuring your projects aesthetically. 

 

Characteristics of the system. 

 Traditional structural façade of transoms and mullions. 

 Aluminium structure of 50mm internally and externally visible. 

 Glass fastened with external pressure plates and covers of different design. 

 Depth of mullions and transoms from 100mm to 150mm & 200mm. 

 Glass thickness range  from 6mm to 30mm. 

 Internal and external gaskets are in EPDM. 

 Dedicated accessories to the system. 

 Aluminium finish: anodizing and powder coating. 

 

Advantage of the system. 

 Good acoustic and thermal performance with thermal break. 

 Possibility for multiple types of product finish. 

 Various choice of external shape of plate covers. 

 Light weight aluminium structure with remarkable ease installation 

 Integration with all existing opening systems of Omnia Nig. Ltd. 
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The Skywall 50G is the solution preferred by architects both for the design and combines aesthetic appeal of a all-glass 

façade to good insulation an sealing performance. Mullion and transom are visible only internally to the building,       

meanwhile externally it is an all glass finish. The glass modules are fixed with fasteners and externally finished with a 

weather gasket. Opening units are identical to the fixed modules. 

 

Characteristics of the system. 

 Traditional structural façade of transoms and mullions. 

 Aluminium structure of 50mm internally visible. 

 Concealed glass fasteners and externally finished with weather gasket. 

 Depth of mullions and transoms from 100mm to 150mm & 200mm. 

 Glass thickness range  from 24mm  to 30mm. 

 Internal and external gaskets are in EPDM. 

 Dedicated accessories to the system. 

 Aluminium finish: anodizing and powder coating. 

 

Advantage of the system. 

 Good acoustic and thermal performance with thermal break. 

 Possibility for multiple types of product finish. 

 Light weight aluminium structure with remarkable ease installation. 

 Integration with all existing opening systems of Omnia Nig. Ltd. 

 

 

External weather gasket NPG 8115/2 

Internal weather gasket NPG 5105 

Internal weather silicon sealant. 

Curtain wall mullion CW 100. 

Curtain wall transom CW 100. 

Curtain wall mullion extension profile. 

CW 091 

Double glass spacer 

Omnia Skywall 50G detail. 
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The Skywall 2001 is the solution preferred by architects both for the design and combines aesthetic appeal of a a glass 

façade to good insulation an sealing performance. Mullion and transom are visible only internally to the building,       

meanwhile externally it is an aluminium framed glass panel finish. The glass panels are fixed with fasteners and externally 

finished with a weather gasket. Opening units are identical to the fixed modules. 

 

Characteristics of the system. 

 Traditional structural façade of transoms and mullions. 

 Aluminium structure of 50mm internally visible. 

 Concealed glass fasteners and externally finished with weather gasket. 

 Depth of mullions and transoms from 100mm to 150mm & 200mm. 

 Glass thickness range  from 6mm to 20mm. 

 Internal and external gaskets are in EPDM. 

 Dedicated accessories to the system. 

 Aluminium finish: anodizing and powder coating. 

 

Advantage of the system. 

 Good acoustic and thermal performance. 

 Possibility for multiple types of product finish. 

 Light weight aluminium structure with remarkable ease installation. 

 Integration with all existing opening systems of Omnia Nig. Ltd. 
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